
Berlin rows back on daycare ‘sex rooms’ for toddlers to masturbate

in privacy

The controversial plans were recommended by educational experts and included in a draft
new education program for the city
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The local government in the German capital of Berlin has ruled out introducing “sex rooms” for
toddlers in state-run daycare facilities despite the recommendation having been included in an
unpublished draft of the city’s new educational program.

The U-turn was announced by State Secretary for Youth and Family Falko Liecke in a statement to
Junge Freiheit on Monday.

“In Berlin daycare centers, there will expressly be no separate rooms for educational sexual
explorations for children among themselves, nor any guided or free other sexual-educational
concepts,” he told the news outlet.

“We are aware that the recommendations for action given to us from the scienti�c �eld represent a
different perspective. However, we expressly do not share these views and will not include these
recommendations in the Berlin educational program for daycare centers and daycare,” Liecke added.

In the draft of the new program, educational experts advising the local government had called for the
establishment of sex rooms for three to six-year-olds to experience “feelings of pleasure” in privacy.
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Several other states, including daycare centers in North Rhine-Westphalia, have already adopted the
policy with at least two nurseries in the state entertaining the idea of safe spaces where young
children can retreat to masturbate, or as one daycare center in Kerpen put it, “discover and satisfy
themselves physically.”

The idea was to allow children to learn that “masturbation is something normal” and that sexual self-
grati�cation is “of great importance.”

However, Berlin will not follow suit, at least for now, Liecke insisted.

“This concept was passed on at the specialist levels as part of a work process that had not yet been
completed and has now been withdrawn.

“This does not correspond at all to our ideas about a child-friendly educational mandate,” he added.

Berlin’s Department for Education insisted it had not been informed about the publication of the draft
program with the controversial plans included. However, Junge Freiheit noted that the paper bears
the department’s logo.
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German kindergartens promote ‘sexual
exploration rooms’ where children are
encouraged to masturbate and touch each other
At least two nurseries in the German state of North Rhine-Westphalia
have introduced the practice
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Mass immigration has led to signi�cant failings in Germany’s education system, review �nds

More than one in �ve preschool children in Germany do not speak German at home, causing di�culties for both
teachers and students in the classroom
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German kindergartens promote ‘sexual exploration rooms’ where children are encouraged to
masturbate and touch each other

At least two nurseries in the German state of North Rhine-Westphalia have introduced the practice

Record low: 25% of German 4th graders can’t read properly, growing diversity a major factor

Germany has been warned that its economic and social fabric are threatened by the country’s plummeting reading
results
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Germany: Berlin court rules anti-W hite Critical Race Theory can be taught in schools

The court also rejected a parent’s complaint against excessive gender propaganda

More and more German students are illiterate as mass immigration rises, schools ‘overwhelmed’

38 percent of all children in elementary school in Germany have an immigration background, and many of them
lack basic literacy skills
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Germany gives €400 million in emergency aid to �ood-hit regions

The aid is intended to arrive with minimal red tape to ensure immediate support
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The young migrant who killed three women is not criminally responsible, experts say

Somali refugee probably deranged because of his mental health problems, cannot be prosecuted
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Candidate for German chancellor laughs at the site of epic disaster

Armin Laschet, minister-president of North Rhine-Westphalia, made a faux pas at a critical moment when he
accompanied President Frank-Walter Steinmeier on Saturday to visit disaster-stricken areas in the east of Germany
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Majority of Syrian refugees in Germany need state support

Almost 66 percent of Syrian refugees in Germany need �nancial support, the Federal Labor Market Agency
(Bundesagentur für Arbeit or BA) said in its June report
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Berlin and Munich to ban the term “Schwarzfahren” over racism concerns

Schwarzfahren, or “black ride”, comes from the word “shvarts”, which means “poverty” in Yiddish
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EU employers can ban Muslim women from wearing headscarves, a court rules

Under certain circumstances, employers have the right to prohibit Muslim women from covering their heads or
faces at work, as decided by the Court of Justice of the European Union
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Lufthansa will no longer address customers as “ladies and gentlemen”

Company management explains the effort to be gender-sensitive when addressing clients
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Orwell comes to France: Left-wing NGO Reporters W ithout Borders (RSF) seeks to censor conservative journalists in its home
country

Amid budget crisis, Germany’s left-wing government gives themselves massive salary increases

German tourist tortured and murdered in South Africa after kindly picking up hitchhiker

Exclusive: Former Frontex chief tells Remix News the inside story behind the EU commission’s push for mass immigration and open
borders
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Austria: 3  sex workers brutally murdered by Afghan migrant in V ienna brothel

Major escalation: Polish farmers block Germany’s v ital A2 Autobahn

Germany’s Catholic Church facing major crises and conflict with V atican, says AfD party members aren’t welcome

‘He smashed her skull on the wall’ – Migrant sentenced to 15  years in prison for raping elderly woman, smashing the skull of another
86-year-old in her sleep
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